
UFF-UCF Council Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday, November 3, 2009 
9:30 am to 11:00 am in CNH 513 

 

Attendance:  KH Ingram, P Murphy, J Martin, J Gilkeson, M Moats, B Scott, PAngley, S 

Smith, K Seidel, C Schippert, D Trouard 

 

President’s Report:  P. Murphy surmised that the subjects at Consultation will be 

domestic partner benefits and traffic.   The “Conflict of Interest” form, as an issue, seems 

to have dissipated.   

 

Bargaining Report:  J. Gilkeson  

– Bargaining session for ’09-’10 contract scheduled for 11/4.   There is currently 

one unfair labor practice charge and one administrative discretion issue.  One of 

the most important points is the debate re: “waiver” – at some point a “waiver” 

must cease and cannot/should not be continually prolonged. 

– Our attorney is formulating an Unfair Labor Practice (ULP) based on article #10 

(evaluation procedures.)  It appears that administration wants a subjective 

evaluation procedure, but we are trying to pursue a more discretionary and 

objective process.  Though many of these issues are at impasse, special magistrate 

recommends that there is a workable strategy and solution re: article #10.  

Discretionary increases are viewed as being at the heart of the ULP issue.  There 

are many past RIA and TIP awards that will be revisited and potentially 

reinstated. But the major push is on ADI (Administrative Discretionary Increases 

and article #10.) 

– Moats briefly reported on some related impasse issues elsewhere, and on the fact 

that FL governance determines which re: legislative body appropriates salary $$.  

There is a potential State Law constitutional challenge to be made re: public 

employee guarantees. 

 

Membership Report:   

– P. Angley reported a growing number of new members. 

– T. Kaufmann was not able to present, so her notes were circulated.   

– P. Murphy plans to meet soon with T. Kaufman to clarify her role re: 

socials/scheduling events/etc. 

 

Grievance Report:  C. Schippert 

– Two notices of arbitration needed Council approval to be taken to further state 

level.  Council voted unanimously to go forward. 

– Current:  Two individual layoffs have been grieved and are being contested.  

Tenure is a factor re: which/how programs are being determined, and may involve 

article #13.  Another chapter grievance was filed re: notification of layoff and 

there is discussion re: whether the content is arbitrable and, if so, choosing 

arbitrators.  

– There is another possible pending grievance re: evaluation procedures. 

 

 



Old Business:   

– D. Trouard wants to bring in a consultant re: Public Records Requests workshop, 

and will  try to schedule during a Tuesday time slot. 

 

New Business:   

– C. Schippert asked for discussion re: levels of involvement in faculty governance 

and curriculum.  Strong opinions put forward that the union deals only with 

employment, not curricular issues, and that the Faculty Senate is an “advisory 

body” only. 

– B. Scott suggested asking for a formal statement from the administration that 

would justify closure of certain programs; in particular, those closed programs 

that had been assured they would be  adopted elsewhere at FL educational 

institutions, but which offers have now been reneged. 

 

Meeting adjourned @ 10:35. 

  


